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Stay in touch…  

NEWSLETTER            
31 May 2019 
 
From the Headmaster….  
 
Securing Success…..Strong Growth and Future Development  
  
When budgeting for last year we forecasted enrolments at 398 
students in Kindergarten to Year 12. Due to our growing reputation in 
and beyond Orange, we far exceeded our expectations and enrollments are 
currently well into the early 400’s. Whilst our Primary School continues to provide us a 
strong platform for growth, it is our Secondary School that continues to expand 
beyond our projections; 50% growth in the last 18 months. We have seen Secondary 
student numbers in all years increase, with a line up for Year 7 in 2020 showing early 
signs of a record 50 students or more. This term alone commenced with 9 new 
students, 6 of which are in Primary, while Term 3 already has 6 new students due to 
start, with 3 of them in Primary.  
 
Why the strong growth? There are many reasons.  
 
I could name each Teacher individually, I could give testimony to our amazing 
students who through their words and deeds advocate for our school and in turn 
receive accolades from the community far and wide. I could name our dedicated 
admin staff and Andrew on the School grounds. These contributions go without 
saying or have been said many times before by parents, teachers and governors 
alike.  
 
I believe the current trend in our strong student and academic growth in recent times 
are down to the following key areas that we have focussed in on:  
 

• innovative academic programs aimed at individual student growth 
• a strong Christian welfare support team ensuring each student has the ability 

to engage in their learning without fear or anxiety 
• an extremely capable and empowered teaching and support team 

offering a comprehensive range of high quality activities 
 
These three key areas are seeing OAGS shift gears from good to great. It is a unique 
combination of the rigorous academic program led by Mr Rob Watts and his 
dedicated team of leaders, Mrs Jessica Willis and Ms Kelly-Ann Sackey; with an 
empowered team of educators engineering individual student growth with a 
growing academic support team; and all this supported by an engaging Welfare 
and Wellbeing program, led by Mr Tim Brown and his team Mr Keith Macleay, Mrs 
Karen Huntly, Mrs Lisa Fowler and Mr Paul Lipscomb. Another layer of support 
complements this team with the School Counsellor Mrs Natalie Daugherty and 
Chaplaincy Leaders Mr Steve Thompson and Mrs Christine Edward. The response to 
these areas as outlined in our Strategic Vision 2022 ‘Securing Success’ is enrolment, 
academic, social and spiritual growth. 
 
With strong growth comes the need for innovative future development. The Hangar, 
complete with two basketball, netball and tennis courts, was completed at the end 
of January last year. The success of this development has led to widespread positive 
changes in how we use our School facilities and what we can achieve as offerings 
for student activities. Currently being explored for 2020 to 2022 development are two 
new classrooms, a new library and an extensive development of an innovative Prep 
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and Kindergarten Early Learning Centre (ELC). I look forward to unveiling the plans in more detail later this year. 
 
Each Friday morning our Year 12, and eager staff, gather for the ‘Unity Breakfast’. Our Year 12 students, Kynan and Angus 
man the BBQ for bacon and egg rolls all round. This collegial service offered and proposed by our Year 12 members is a 
fulfilling act of service at what can be a very stressful time. Thank you Kynan and Angus for your unifying leadership and 
support. 
   
Winter is upon us but there’s no time for hibernation at OAGS.... be prepared for the upcoming athletics carnival, rep 
carnivals, winter sport (hockey, soccer, netball), the Year 11 Snow Trip ‘snOAGS’ to name but a few, with more to 
come.  
  
I am pleased to announce Mr Jock Steele-Park will be joining our Secondary Staff team for this year. Mr Steele-Park will 
be assisting the School in Agriculture, Technology and Learning Support. Mr Steele-Park we welcome you and look 
forward to your contribution to OAGS. 
 
Have a great weekend,   
 
 
Rev Louis Stringer  
Headmaster  
 
Transition News    
 
It has been a busy two weeks in Transition. It started early last week when Transition and Stage 3 shared a musical 
experience. The Stage 3 choir sang and individuals and small groups of students from Stage 3 played known tunes on 
their musical instruments. There was a variety of instruments played; ukuleles, bucket drums, clarinets, a trumpet, the viola 
and flutes. We also had a visit from Ollie from Stage 4, with his Baritone Saxophone. Transition also performed for the 
Stage 3 students, dancing a Kinder Polka. After a few rounds, Stage 3 were invited to join in which they did with much 
enthusiasm! It was a lovely experience and a big thank you Mrs Colgan for your organisation. We also had our own 
Transition musician, Evelyn perform for the class.  

This was followed up by an excursion to Bunnings on Wednesday and Friday. In addition to 
the excitement about travelling on the bus, the Transition students felt and smelt a variety 
of flowers, learnt about worm farms, as well as how Bunnings compact and recycle their 
paper and plastic waste. Each student also took home a mini herb and veggie garden and 
the class was given a worm farm to help us recycle our Fruito scraps. There were lots of 
questions from the students which  demonstrated that 
the children have 
been thinking 

about how gardens help our community. 
This week, we have had parents and students 
sharing their contribution to our community. This 
has contributed greatly to the student’s 
understanding of the diversity of our community.  
 
Mrs. Sally Drury 
Early Learning Coordinator 
 

    
 



                                       

         

             
 
Secondary School Honour Roll 
To attain the Bronze award, secondary school students must receive 5 recognitions in any one of the 4 
strands of achievement: Academic, Sport, Cultural and Service. The following students have recently been 
awarded their Bronze lapel pin. 
 
• Hannah Dewar 
• Isabella Fock 
• Lilly Hassall 
• Hamish Ingham 
• Angus Johnston 
• Luca Ross 
 
To attain the Silver Award, secondary school students must receive 10 recognitions in at least two of the 4 
strands of achievement (Academic, Sport, Cultural and Service). The following students have recently 
been awarded their Silver lapel pin. 
  
• Ethan Norcott 
• Jacob Norcott 
• Brooke Windus 
 
All these students were recognised and presented with their respective Bronze and Silver pins at Assembly 
this week. Congratulations students on this great achievement. 
 
CADETS - 252 ACU 
There is a more detailed Cadet Newsletter which will be emailed to cadets and their parents shortly. During this term 
Cadet training has been focussed on theory and practical skills such as navigation, radio communications and first aid. 
Monday Cadet training will never be cancelled due to weather (cold, rain, snow or heat). We will, however, adjust the 
planned activities and locations to suit the conditions. For instance, last Monday due to the cold weather, we conducted 
the training in several indoor locations instead of the planned outdoor scenarios. If you have any doubts, always 
remember it is not in the interests of promoting cadets for us to make it miserable for your son/daughter. 
Uniforms - Last Monday, we were also able to issue cold weather jackets and japara raincoats to those that attended. 
Unfortunately we only have one (big) size available as these items are no longer issued by Army and are “obsolete” 
stock obtained by Mr Nye - please note they cannot be replaced if lost!!  
 
Fee - The Term 2 Fee ($60) is now due - please pay on Monday afternoons. We need this money to fund the weekly BBQ 
and purchase equipment for training and to support our operations. Please note, if payment has not been paid by the 
end of week 6, your school account will be billed.  
 
Terry Nye 
Captain (AAC) 
Admin Commander 
252 ACU 

 



                                       
Boer War Memorial Service 
 
On Friday May 31st, students from Orange Anglican Grammar School 
attended the Boer War memorial service at the memorial in Robertson Park. 
Jacob Norcott and Ashleigh Squire recited poems, the senior vocal ensemble 
sang an item, Isabella Kane lead the national anthem and Charlie Watson 
delivered a stirring reflection on the Boer War. In addition to this Matthew 
Oates and Hamish Ingham performed flag bearing duties as Cadets. All 
students represented our school with pride and dignity. A special mention 
must be made of Charlie’s address, such was its quality that the Mayor or 
Orange Mr Reg Kidd requested a transcript of it. Well done all. Lest We Forget.  

         
 
 
A Parent’s Role in teaching Social Skills  
Social and emotional skills are critical to our children’s success. Research shows that these skills can be learned and 
taught, and they can have an important impact on students’ ability to thrive in school and in life.  

At Orange Anglican Grammar, we have programs and activities in place to promote strong social and emotional skills 
in our students and we want you to feel empowered and supported to continue teaching these skills at home. At 
school  we play to what a child’s interests are, for example we have Chess, Choir, Singing Club, Soccer and Netball 
mini games, to name a few, as we recognise that enjoying the company of others will come more naturally when a 
child is doing something they are genuinely interested in. 

The important thing to understand is that it is not about being popular or being outgoing but is really about teaching 
your child how to have meaningful relationships with their peers, how to develop a sense of empathy and how to be 
resilient or ‘bounce back’ and adapt to stressful situations. It is important to know your child’s limits and adjust your 
instruction to what they can manage. 

So what should children be learning to make them ‘socially strong’?  

They should:  

• Be responsible for their behaviour 
• Follow rules 
• Get along with others 
• Accept differences in others 
• Have patience 
• Stay calm when interacting with others 
• Listen to others 
• Take turns 
• Do nice things for others 
• Ask for help 

Here are some tips for you to help your children incorporate these social and emotional skills at home. 

Parents can: 

Model - Children will do as they see, so if your first reaction is to lose your temper and shout, it is likely to be your child’s 
first reaction too. While we all know how children can push your buttons - where possible, try staying calm and explaining 
to your child why you want to see a certain behaviour. 

Practice - Practice what your are teaching in as many ways that you can. Perhaps by reading books and playing games 
together that focus on social and emotional skills - stories can help children make sense of their ‘big feelings’ and this 
understanding will lead to coping and then managing. Perhaps doing something nice for someone else - “Let’s surprise 



                                       
Dad and make his favourite meal”. Or, “C’mon, let’s take Mum a cup of tea in bed this morning and pick her a flower 
from the garden”. 

Reinforce - Take time to reflect and review your child’s use of of social skills, a simple conversation can help reinforce the 
lessons learned that day. Celebrate your child’s successes - if you make a big deal out of their positive behaviour they 
are more likely to repeat it! 

Mrs Lisa Fowler 
Leader of Primary Welfare 
 
Soccer - did you miss out?! 
Do you have a child who didn’t sign up for soccer this year but may be interested in playing? We have some room for 
any interested U7’s (i.e. turned or is turning 7 this year) who may like to join an existing OAGS team to play soccer on 
Saturdays. If this is you, please contact Mr Hazelton on scott.hazelton@oags.nsw.edu.au 
 
 
CWA PUBLIC SPEAKING COMPETITION- CENTRAL WEST DIVISION 
 
On Tuesday the 21st of May, I had the privilege of accompanying four of our Primary students to the Central West Public 
Speaking Competition held at James Sheahan Catholic High School.  
Georgie Simpson represented Grade 3 and delivered a creative speech on her topic - ‘On the School Bus’, while Paul 
Christian represented Grade 4 and spoke humorously on his chosen topic - ‘ It Wasn’t My Idea’. Macey Paul represented 
Grade 5 with an engaging account on her topic - ‘Big Things From Little Things Grow’ and William Cooney delivered a 
heartfelt and realistic account on his chosen topic -  I Am A Farmer’. They faced some stiff competition from other schools 
from the Central West, with as many as 40 children in each age group. While not being successful in moving through to 
the next round of competition, our students were fantastic ambassadors of our school and I received many compliments 
about their exemplary behaviour, presentation and conduct. 
 
Mrs Lisa Fowler  
Leader of Primary Welfare 
 

    
 
 
Chess Club  
 
The inter-school Chess Competition has commenced for this year with many students competing in year based rounds. 
The Chess Club has moved rooms to MC4, however, it is still during Thursday lunchtime. Coming up towards the end of 
this term the Primary School Chess Competition held at Millthorpe and Orange Christian School it will occur on dates to 
be confirmed shortly.  
 
The Secondary Chess Team competed in the Western District Secondary Chess Knockout Competition against Orange 
Christian School last week. The team consisted of Scott McGoldrick, Rhys Johnston, Tyler Jones, Clay Perkins and Archie 
Casey. The games were close, however, our team managed to win 3 games. Congratulations boys. The next round is a 
bye for Orange Anglican Grammar School. 
 
Mrs Erica Kerridge 
H.S.I.E Teacher and Chess Coordinator 
 
Department of Fair Trade Commerce and Financial Literacy Talks 
 
On Monday, 13th April Mrs McConnell from the Department of Fair Trading visited OAGS and presented to Year 8 -10 
students “Money Stuff” and to Year 11-12 “Revved Up” and “Moving Out of Home”. The “Money Stuff” talk covered 
consumer rights, contracts including mobile phone contracts and scams. The “Revved Up” talk focussed on buying a 
second hand car, essential paperwork and some crucial checks prior to purchasing a car. “ Moving out of Home” 

mailto:scott.hazelton@oags.nsw.edu.au


                                       
focussed on rental agreements and tenant rights and 
responsibilities. The students found these talks 
entertaining, eye opening and very informative. A big 
thank you to Mrs McConnell for taking the time to come 
and speak to the students. 
 
The aim of these talks by the Department of Fair 
Trading  is to build students’ financial literacy and 
capability to ensure they have the skills and knowledge 
to make informed decisions and are equipped to face 
the challenges of adult life. The talks are a starting point 
and to further develop these skills and knowledge 
students can elect to study Commerce in Years 9 and 
10. The Commerce Syllabus covers these basic topics and many more. If you are interested in finding out more about 
Commerce or financial literacy please contact Mr Thompson or Mrs Kerridge.  
Mrs Kerridge  
H.S.I.E Teacher 
 
Discovering da Vinci - LEAP@OAGS 2019 
Throughout the last term it has been “all quiet on the Western Front” so to speak in LEAP, as students 
have been working on a range of initiatives, including both service, STEM and competitive 
initiatives. Most recently, the Secondary LEAP students planned and conducted a practice da 
Vinci Decathlon for their counterparts in the Primary School, prior to participating in the “real deal” 

at Knox Grammar School in Sydney this week. The da Vinci Decathlon 
provides a stimulating and challenging competition run in the spirit of an 
Olympic Games, in which students compete in teams of eight across the ten 
disciplines of; engineering, code breaking, art and poetry, science, English, 
ideation, creative producers, cartography, general knowledge, 
mathematics and chess. 

For years in education circles, it has been discussed that in the near future the concept of the 
“teacher” will become obsolete and it was an honour for me to experience this first hand. The 
Secondary LEAP students ran a flawless programme throughout the day in which they 
administered, provided feedback and marked all of the various activities that those in the Junior 
LEAP programme participated in on the day. This was the result of meticulous planning, teamwork 

and collaboration and I am full of pride in how this initiative unfolded on the day.  

Those who participated in the practice Decathlon were also given a survey and provided 
some excellent feedback on the various activities. Engineering was the hero of the day, 
with 41% of votes selecting this as the most enjoyable activity. Creative Producers running 
a close second, receiving 35% of votes. Interestingly, Ideation was seen as the most 
difficult task by far, outstripping all other activities by a whopping 40%. This also informs 
our Primary LEAPers in regards to what is an area of weakness that we can work on 
improving when at Knox. Highlights of the day were articulated as being able to work 
collaboratively with others, playing to strengths and challenging themselves and each other. Students were also very 
expressive in regards to areas of improvement, such as making sure that everyone has a voice and asking each other 
for help when required. As a result of this initiative from our Secondary students, over 70% of the Junior LEAP students 

expressed confidence in the upcoming da Vinci Decathlon, showing that in fact, practice 
does make perfect.  

A highlight of the day for many was the Ideation Challenge where participants were 
issued with a brief that required them to create two solutions for sustainable population 
control. Ultimately, they concluded that by creating slums, the crime rate would increase, 
resulting in more murders, thus decreasing the population, requiring less food and power. 
They also planted 70% of the earth’s surface with wheat, revealing that in this situation, 
variety is a costly spice of life. Ultimately, this was a bleak, yet creative and somewhat 

hilarious result, which the Titan Thanos would find appealing.  Another highlight of the day was codebreaking, where a 
great deal of humour was infused into the activities. For instance, for question two of the 
test, the code that had to be broken was “this is question two” and for a code in Morse 
code, the correct answer was; “do you know Morse code?” 

I would like to thank the Secondary LEAP students for their hard-work and dedication to 
this service initiative and to let them know how much they continue to impress me with 
their creativity and collaboration.  While everyone on the day was a winner, from the 
competition there could only be one victor, who narrowly won by a margin of 171 – 169.  

Mr Luke Simkins 
Coordinator of LEAP 
 
 



                                       
HICES Cross Country 
It was with much anticipation that our Primary Cross 
Country Team played host for the 2019 HICES Cross 
Country Carnival on Thursday 23rd May.  With a total of 15 
schools and over 800 competitors in attendance, travelling 
from as far away as the Central Coast and the Snowy 
Mountains, Trinity Oval was awash with colour and 
excitement.  

This was our first year in Division 1 for Cross Country and the 
strength of competition was obvious.  Our team of 40 
students demonstrated superb sportsmanship and 
camaraderie, cheering themselves and others on over the 
gruelling 2km and 3km courses.  It was especially valuable 
to have the “home ground advantage”, which came with 
the added bonus of the amazing cheering and 
encouragement from our peers in the playground. 

Thank you to our Stage 5 PASS Students who assisted with official duties on the day, directing traffic, walking the course, 
marshalling competitors, recording and helping with the setup and pack up. A special thank you to the OAGS P&F who 
catered for the event, supplying visitors with a range of yummy treats. 

This year, 8 of our students have qualified for the CIS Cross Country Championships to be held at Eastern Creek Raceway 
in June.  This is our largest contingent ever! Congratulations to Sam Brown, Lucy Jurd, Imogen Johnstone, Blake Gleeson, 
Jocelyn Blair, Milla Jurd, Isabella Vucak and Isla Stringer. 

Mrs Jessica Willis  

 
 
Salvation Army Red Shield Appeal  
The Red Shield appeal is the Salvation Army’s signature fundraising event each year, raising thousands of dollars for 
social and community services. 

Captain David Grounds visited Orange Anglican Grammar School at the end of last term. He invited Secondary students 
to join the Salvation Army and door knock homes in the Orange area. Last weekend there was a wonderful response 
from our Secondary school students. Tyler, Suzie, Thapelo, Oscar, Giles, Olivia, Alison, Maddie, Claire, Emerson, Anya, 
Jess, Charlie, Angus, Ethan, Jess, Matilda and Oliver all generously gave of their time visiting the homes in the centre of 
Orange. 

The students raised almost $1000 knocking on doors, which will took the Salvation Army one step closer to their goal of 
$20,000 this year. What a terrific achievement. We are so fortunate to have such dedicated students doing great things 
in our community. 

Mr Tim Brown  
Head of School Welfare and Wellbeing 
 

        
 



                                       
LITERATURE REVIEW - DAVID GILLESPIE  

David Gillespie is a lawyer and the best-selling author of Sweet Poison, a book published in 2008 about 
how we are all poisoning ourselves with sugar.  That book is generally credited with starting the current 
wave of sugar awareness in Australia. 

He followed Sweet Poison up with 4 more books about nutrition and diet.  Then, having upset the 
dietetics industry by writing about stuff in which he has no qualifications, he turned his focus to 

something else he is unqualified to write about, education. 

In his 2014 work, Free Schools, David took a parent’s eye-view of the research and 
concluded that all the rolling green hockey fields and architect designed amphitheaters 

won’t make a jot of difference to the education your child is likely to receive if their school principal is no good at their 
job. 

Detouring briefly back to nutrition in his 7th and 8th books (Eat Real food, 2015 and the Eat Real Food Cookbook 2016), 
his next target is Psychology with his much anticipated book on surviving contact with psychopaths in the workplace 
and at home. 

David is a superb inspirational speaker who, in sharing his personal stories, will change lives for the better. He is an 
incredibly powerful, positive and passionate speaker and his recent conversation with Richard Fidler can be found in a 
podcast called “How The iphone Rewired the Teenage Brain.” It is hoped that we will be able to secure a date for David 
to visit Orange in early September to share his expertise and strategies with our wider community. 

Keith Macleay 
Leader of Wellness and Wellbeing 
 
 

Grip Student Leadership Conference - Dubbo  
The GRIP Student Leadership Conference is unique in that it concentrates 
specifically on training student leaders for their role as SCHOOL LEADERS. 
The style, topics, and content of this conference all focus on what the 
students can do RIGHT NOW. 
The goal for our student leaders was to  leave the conference with a clear 
vision, a solid understanding and dozens of ideas for their time as a leader. 
GRIP Leadership is an independent organisation that exists to train and 
develop leaders with a special focus on school students and the 
educational sector. 

Most known for the 'GRIP Student Leadership Conferences,' the team also 
presents tailored seminars and presentations for schools. GRIP Leadership 
programs are fresh, practical, interactive and enjoyed by tens of 
thousands of students each year. 

GRIP Leadership is endorsed by leaders, educators, politicians and business people around Australia. 

Hockey Fundraiser  
The OAGS U16 girls hockey team will be holding a ‘Milo & Muffins’ fundraiser at school for the remainder of the term to 
help fund desperately needed equipment. Every Wednesday before school and at recess the girls will be selling hot milo 
for $1 and cakes and slices for 50c or $1.  
 
PE Practical Lessons - Secondary School  
A general reminder that PE practical lessons take place mostly outside or under the Hangar. Whilst we are usually 
protected from the rain, this does not protect us from the cold winter weather. Please ensure that appropriate dress is 
worn for these lessons which includes long pants and a jumper (full sports uniform). Winter is Coming!  
Mrs Amanda Jewell  
PDHPE Teacher/ OAGS Hockey Coordinator 
 
 
Having Fun at the Primary & Secondary Board Game Club! 
 
Playing board games are an excellent way to increase a child’s attention span.  They teach important skills such as 
taking turns, how to share, how to cope, how to lose and how to win.  They enhance problem solving skills and they 
complement what parents and caretakers are teaching at home such as conflict management & resolution skills - 
compromising and collaboration.  In addition, they increase the ability to focus on a task and challenge.  With the 
support and help from several senior secondary students, the counselling department hosts a weekly board game social 
skills club.  We play games such as Checkers, Battleship, Monopoly, Chess, Jenga, Guess Who, Operation, Sorry, Uno, 
Pictionary, BINGO and many other fun and engaging games.    



                                       
Students that attend are referred by their teachers and they attend for one school term during recess on Tuesdays.  In 
addition, the senior secondary student leaders are taught leadership, patience, communication and conflict resolution 
skills.   
 
Mrs Natalie Daugherty - School Counsellor 
 

            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NEWS FROM ALINTA UNIFORMS 

Orange Anglican Grammar - Girls Pants  
Orange Anglican Grammar School will be introducing a Winter Pant option for both Primary and Secondary girls. Please 
note that this is an optional ‘extra’ item and the Secondary Skirts and Primary Pinafores will be required for formal 
occasions such as Eisteddfod and School Photo Days. Uniform requirements will be outlined on notes regarding these 
events.  

Junior Girls pants will be available for sale in the Orange Anglican Grammar Uniform shop from Tuesday June 18th. 

The Junior girls’ pants will be available in sizes J4 – J14 and limited amount of stock for the Junior girls’ pants will be 
available for immediate sale from June 18th in the uniform shop while stocks last. 

In the event of sold out stock, a backorder can be organised and additional stock can be arranged in most cases but 
as this is a custom garment a production time frame exists in special circumstances. 

Alinta Apparel will do everything we can do accommodate all junior student orders and the standard layby and 
backorder rules apply. 

If you have any questions, please contact Emma in the Uniform shop during usual shop hours or contact Uniform shop 
supervisor Mitch Graham on 0401913294 or mitch@alinta.com. 

Secondary Girls pants are available by order only. Please complete the order form located below. Fittings are available 
at the uniform shop.  
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